BRING EUROPE TO YOUR INSTITUTION

BECOME AN ECSS HOST

HOST NOW

BIDDING FOR ECSS 2025 IS NOW OPEN!

Discover ways to connect with the Informatics Europe community on a wider level!

ABOUT ECSS

About Annual European Informatics Leaders' Summit
Premier European summit for leading researchers and changemakers in informatics and related disciplines.

Strategic Discussions on Europe’s Common Goals
3 days of knowledge exchange, networking and strategy-setting activities, devoted to crucial and timely strategic issues of informatics research and education.

Significant Boost of Leadership & Best Practices
Our workshops and awards ceremony put leaders and experts in informatics research and education into the spotlight, where best practices pass on to emerging leaders and the informatics community at large.

WHO CAN HOST?

Any member institution of Informatics Europe with the capacity and facilities to host an event which can accommodate 120-150 people.

YOUR ROLE AS A HOST

- General co-chair of ECSS, planning and execution of conference together with Informatics Europe President.
- Deciding collaboratively with Informatics Europe Board on the chairs of the sub-events that compose the conference.
- Collaborating with Informatics Europe Office for the dissemination and promotion of ECSS and related activities.
- Proposing the budget, finding sponsors, negotiating venue space and other facilities needed for the conference.

As an ECSS host, you positively contribute to the development of the European informatics research community, and enhance the global recognition of your institution.

Keen on hosting ECSS but have a few questions to clarify? Let’s get in touch! Email us: administration@informatics-europe.org

More about your benefits as IE member & ECSS host: informatics-europe.org
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